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SITUATION STATEMENT
ABOUT
 ProstAware is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization based in Atlanta, Georgia, dedicated to raising prostate 
cancer awareness through music, technology and sports. The nonprofit was created by Scott Miller, MD, a 
urological surgeon in the Metro-Atlanta area best known for his work with robotic surgery. ProstAware is an 
official partnership of the Georgia Prostate Cancer Coalition.

HISTORY
 Dr. Miller founded ProstAware in 2009 after witnessing firsthand the impact of late prostate cancer 
diagnosis through his specialty in laparoscopic and robotic urologic surgery. In his nearly 20 years as a 
physician, Dr. Miller found that that prostate cancer was often overlooked. Thus, ProstAware was founded to 
urge men above the age of 40 to get screened prostate cancer, which if not treated early, can become serious 
or even deadly. 

MISSION
 Prostate cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer death in American men, according to the 
American Cancer Society. The main approach ProstAware takes towards reducing prostate cancer mortality is 
raising awareness to families of men susceptible to developing the cancer. The nonprofit’s website, prostaware.
org, includes a list of ways everyone can participate in the battle:
• Encouraging men to monitor their prostate health
• Providing a centralized resource for prostate cancer awareness
• Promoting education and awareness through the annual Blue Ties event, local engagements, and other 

community-based health programs. 

CURRENT SITUATION
STAFF
ProstAware is run by eight volunteers who are committed to the cause:
 Scott Miller, M.D. – President
 Tim Smith – Executive Director
 Brian Gunter – Secretary 
 Don Shapleigh – Treasurer
Other Board Members
 Christy Andrews
 James Benton, M.D.
 Pradeep Jolly, M.D.
 Michael Marto
FUNDRAISING
 Though ProstAware is dedicated primarily to raising prostate cancer awareness, the nonprofit operates 
through sponsors and fundraising. The main source of funds comes from Blue Ties, an event held every fall. 
Blue Ties generates sponsors such as Georgia Urology, Toyota, The Coca-Cola Company, UPS and 11Alive, 
which is funding used specifically for the event. The other fundraising is raised from revenue generated from 
the event itself. Blue Ties raised $75,000 in 2015 and $125,000 in 2016, all of which to be used to raise prostate 
cancer awareness.
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EVENTS/COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Blue Ties
Other Events
Sponsors
COMMUNICATION
 Most of the communication for ProstAware is generated through Lenz Marketing®, a sponsor of the 
organization. Lenz Marketing® has designated a staff member to write press releases, tweets, and facebook 
posts for ProstAware. 
Social Media
 ProstAware focuses its social media efforts on three main platforms, Twitter, YouTube and Facebook.  
Twitter and Facebook serve similar purposes, and occasionally post the same content, but messages are 
formatted to fit the interests of the target audience for each site. 
Twitter
• Focuses mainly on sharing facts presented through blog posts and news sources that are relevant to 

prostate health
• Includes some promotion of events
Facebook
• Focuses mainly on sharing videos of events, promoting events and sharing blog posts and news relevant 

to prostate health
• Occasionally used to share pages directly from the website
Youtube
• Focuses mainly on sharing direct footage related to the ProstAware organization
• Includes interviews, aired commercials, promotions, and footage from past events

Television Commercials
 Founder and president Scott Miller organized a relationship with WSBTV. The channel airs ProstAware 
commercials free of charge to help raise awareness. The commercials are formatted to urge men above the 
age of 40 to get checked for prostate cancer. The videos often provide humor, such as “wear the gown” where 
everyone in the commercial is wearing a surgical gown. 

Website
 ProstAware.org is the main hub for all the information about ProstAware and prostate cancer. The site 
includes an about page, an educate page with statistics from cancer centers, a contact page and others.  

PRWeb
 Though Lenz Marketing® does most of the communication for ProstAware, the organization uses 
PRWeb to regularly post news releases. PRWeb is a website used to share news releases and information 
directly to the press. 

SITUATION STATEMENT
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OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
GOAL 1: INCREASE TRAFFIC ON SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

I.    Objective 1: To increase the communication frequency between ProstAware and its social media   
 audiences by 25 percent by September 2017.
II.   Objective 2: To increase engagement, including comments, likes, shares, retweets, mentions, and   
 replies on facebook and twitter by 20 percent by September 2017.

GOAL 2: INCREASE EDUCATION TO PREVENT PROSTATE CANCER
I.     Objective 1: To increase the attendance of the general public at Blue Ties by 20 percent by September 2017.
II.    Objective 2: To strengthen the relationship between the ProstAware board and those indirectly   
    affected by prostate (general public) cancer by 10 percent by January 2017.

GOAL 3: ESTABLISH A STRONGER SENSE OF COMMUNITY AMONG PROSTATE CANCER SURVIVORS
I.      Objective 1: To increase the attendance of prostate cancer survivors at Blue Ties by 20 percent by September 2017.
II.    Objective 2: To strengthen the support between the ProstAware board and cancer survivors by 10          
   percent by January 2017.

RESEARCH
 For this campaign, the primary focus of research must be aimed towards those who relate to the battle 
against all cancers, both directly and indirectly. Such individuals include those whose family members struggle 
or have struggled with cancer, medical professionals who are dedicated to treating these cancers, and those 
who may not have direct experiences with cancer.  Data will be collected through surveys and focus groups, 
as well as through statistics released by the American Cancer Society.
 Since cancer survivors have already witnessed cancer and are much more willing to join the battle, 
research will be directed at focusing on how these other groups can be persuaded to join the conversation. 
 The survey will be mailed out to a random selection of contacts provided by sponsors of the nonprofit, 
such as Coca-Cola, Toyota and Northside Hospital. It will consist of a short list of questions that gather general 
statistics of current participation in taking an active role in fighting cancer in general. 
 The focus groups will be used to gather more information, and will be family members and friends of 
cancer survivors. They will give insight on why individuals feel the way they do about taking action, and what 
might be incentive to take action. It will also give opportunity to hear personal feedback from those affected 
but not devastated by cancer. 
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ACTION PLAN
SITUATION SUMMARY
 ProstAware is currently a small nonprofit that reaches a significant amount of people. However, the 
range of the audience is limited to those already fighting the battle against cancer, specifically prostate cancer. 

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS
STRATEGY 1: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR TEAM MEMBERS TO INTERACT WITH PROSTATE 
CANCER SURVIVORS. (GOAL 1, GOAL 3)

I. Tactic 1: Feature a survivor of the month on social media platforms.
II. Tactic 2: Maintain relationships by having team members personally contact survivors to extend an         
invitation to events and meetings.

STRATEGY 2: CREATE MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDRAISING AND AWARENESS. (GOAL 2)
I. Tactic 1: Establish another, much smaller event; an annual 5K run that occurs halfway between each 
Blue Ties Event.
II. Tactic 2: Reach out to Toyota to hold multiple test-drive fundraisers in a year.

STRATEGY 3: INCREASE RESOURCES USED TO FIGHT PROSTATE CANCER. (GOAL 2)
I. Tactic 1: Head a yearly prostate cancer screening event with free exams, informational booths, and fun 
activities for the entire family. 
II. Tactic 2: Establish a physical office space specifically designed for ProstAware work. 

BUDGET
TACTIC ITEMS NUMBER COST/ITEM TOTAL

Survivor of the 
month

Lenz Marketing 
Volunteer

Social Media 
member

1 hour No cost No cost

Lenz Marketing 
Volunteer

News Release 
content writer

3 hours No cost No cost

Locatiion All media (twitter, 
facebook, website, 
newsletter)

4 platforms No cost No cost

Survivor Relations Leader Members of staff 
(volunteers)

3 volunteers No cost No cost

5k Run Venue Costco shopping 
center

1 No cost No cost

Prizes Medals (gold, silver, 
bronze)

3x5 age groups = 
15

$1.50 $22.50

T-Shirts Long sleeve Approx. 150 $12.00 $1800

Admission Price Participant signup Approx. 150 -$25.00 -$3750

Race Company Finish line, 
numbers

1 ~$500 $500

Food Nutrigrain 
breakfast bars, 
bottled water

Approx. 150 $0.27
$5.74

$900
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TACTIC ITEMS NUMBER COST/ITEM TOTAL

Toyota Test Drive Team Member Volunteer 3 No cost No cost

Toyota Staff Dealership worker 3 No cost No cost

Toyota Cars Test cars 3 No cost No cost

Screening Event Medical Lab Screen tests 
(donated)

~100 No cost No cost

Nurses Certified staff to 
run screenings

4 $15.00 (4 hours) $240

Food Fruit, Water, 
Sandwiches

~150 No cost No cost

Venue Northside hospital 1 No cost No cost

Office Space Expenses Rent/Utilities 12 months $1000/month $12000

Furniture Desk, chair, 
cabinets, computer, 
printer

1 of each $200, $60, $100, 
$800, $150

$1310

Venue Office space 
adjacent to 
Northside Hospital

1 No cost No cost

Staff Time Planning Logistics, 
advertising, events

1 $75,000/year $75,000

Total $88,022.50

TIMELINE
1-YEAR PLAN

Tactics

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JUL AUG SEP

Focus group 
questionnaire

Survivor of the 
month

Survivor 
Relations

5k Run

Test Drive

Screening 
event

Org-wide 
meeting

Advertise

Evaluate

ACTION PLAN
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EVALUATION PLAN
OVERVIEW
 The campaign will be evaluated through the overall effectiveness, mainly using the research to analyze 
the success behind the overall action plan. The most important part of the evaluation is looking at the goals, 
objectives, strategies, and tactics, and deciding if those were obtained.
GOAL 1: INCREASE TRAFFIC ON SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS

III. Objective 1: To increase the communication frequency between ProstAware and its social media 
audiences by 25 percent by September 2017.
Evaluation: Take a random sampling and calculate the frequency of twitter and facebook posts before 
starting the goal. Then, do the same thing for posts after beginning the beginning the tactics and measure 
the percent of increase. 
IV. Objective 2: To increase engagement, including comments, likes, shares, retweets, mentions, and 
replies on facebook and twitter by 20 percent by September 2017.
Evaluation:  Take a random sampling and calculate the frequency of twitter and facebook engagement 
before starting the goal. The sampling should be done for separately for facebook and twitter and for 
each type of engagement. Then, do the same thing for posts after beginning the beginning the tactics. 
Generalize engagement by grouping together all the data, and measure the percent of increase. 

GOAL 2: INCREASE EDUCATION TO PREVENT PROSTATE CANCER
III. Objective 1: To increase the attendance of the general public at Blue Ties by 20 percent by September 
2017.
Evaluation: Compare the guest list of 2016 and 2017 and calculate the percent of increase. For future 
reference, it might also be helpful to group attendance increases by psychographics.
IV. Objective 2: To strengthen the relationship between the ProstAware board and those indirectly affected 
by prostate (general public) cancer by 10 percent by January 2017.
Evaluation: Send a survey to those who attended any event after the plan was started, with an incentive 
prize from a sponsor. The survey should cover the overall questions that reveal how pleased the attendees 
were with the events and each question should be answered on a scale from “strongly disagree to strongly 
agree”. Then, the results can be calculated based on the trends in answers. 

GOAL 3: ESTABLISH A STRONGER SENSE OF COMMUNITY AMONG PROSTATE CANCER SURVIVORS
III. Objective 1: To increase the attendance of prostate cancer survivors at Blue Ties by 20 percent by 
September 2017.
Evaluation: Compare the number of 2016 attendees who indicated they were prostate cancer survivors 
with that of 2017. Then calculate the percent of increase. 
IV. Objective 2: To strengthen the support between the ProstAware board and cancer survivors by 10 
percent by January 2017.
Evaluation: Send a survey to those actively involved with the organization, whether they attend events, 
volunteer, or subscribe to the newsletter sent through Dr. Miller’s website. Questions should be answered 
on a scale from “strongly disagree to strongly agree”. Then, the results can be calculated based on the 
trends in answers. 
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Allison Miller, Director of Public Relations
Phone: 404-824-7131
E-mail address: allison.miller25@uga.edu

Prostate cancer nonprofit to attend breast cancer luncheon 

 Atlanta – September 20, 2016 – The two biggest cancer awareness organizations in Metro-Atlanta are 
partnering together to save lives, according to ProstAware founder Dr. Scott Miller and Pink Ribbons founder 
Dr. Sheldon Lincenberg. 

 ProstAware announced Monday that they will be sponsoring a table at the 21st Annual Pink Ribbons 
Luncheon on January 30. Dr. Miller, who founded the organization in 2009 to raise prostate cancer awareness, 
has attended Pink Ribbons as a representative and supporter of the female counterpart to prostate cancer 
survivors in the past.

 Like Pink Ribbons, ProstAware also holds an annual Blue Ties luncheon every September. The 2016 Blue 
Ties event featured keynote speaker Vince Dooley along with his wife, Barbara, who was a previous keynote 
speaker for Pink Ribbons. 

 To raise awareness in the Atlanta community affected by both prostate cancer and breast cancer, Pink 
Ribbons and ProstAware have continuously supported each other in hopes of achieving one common goal– 
preventing cancer. 

  “I think it’s so imperative that ProstAware continues to support Pink Ribbons, and vice-versa,” said Tim 
Smith, Executive Director of ProstAware. “By working together, we ensure that the entire family is aware about 
the steps they can take together to fight both breast cancer and prostate cancer.” 

 Pink Ribbons, which is emceed by special-guest Brenda Wood of 11Alive News, is a breast cancer 
fundraiser and luncheon that features a high-energy runway show blending models and breast cancer 
survivors on the catwalk. The show presents fashion from renowned designers such as Michael Kors, Anne 
Klein, and BCBG. 

ABOUT PROSTAWARE

ProstAware, founded in 2000 by Scott Miller, MD, is a nonprofit organization dedicated to educating men and 
their loved ones about prostate health and how everyone can participate in the battle against prostate cancer. 

###

To be distributed to the Atlanta Journal Constitution, the Atlanta Jewish Times, and PRWeb
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FACT SHEET
PROSTATE CANCER AWARENESS THROUGH MUSIC, TECHNOLOGY, AND SPORTS.
WHO WE ARE
 ProstAware is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization based in Atlanta, Georgia, dedicated to raising prostate cancer 
awareness through music, technology and sports. The nonprofit was created by Scott Miller, MD, a urological surgeon in 
the Metro-Atlanta area best known for his work with robotic surgery. ProstAware is a partnership of the Georgia Prostate 
Cancer Coalition.
BACKGROUND
 Dr. Miller founded ProstAware in 2009 after witnessing firsthand through his specialty in laparoscopic and robotic 
urologic surgery. In his nearly 20 years as a physician, Dr. Miller found that that prostate cancer was often overlooked. As 
a result, ProstAware was founded in order to urge men above the age of 40 to get screened for what possibly could be 
a deadly cancer.  
WHAT WE DO 
 The ProstAware team chooses to engage men and their loved ones about prostate cancer by tapping into the 
dynamics of music, technology, and sports. The main goal ProstAware takes towards reducing prostate cancer mortality 
is raising awareness for families of men susceptible to developing the cancer.
 Benefits

• Free prostate cancer screenings
• An inclusive environment that engages the entire family
• Spreading awareness through the worlds of music, technology, and sports

OPPORTUNITIES
 As a community-focused nonprofit, ProstAware strives on volunteers, donations, and community partnerships. 
Partnering with the Georgia Prostate Cancer Coalition, ProstAware now offers custom license plates that display support 
for friends and family affected by prostate cancer. For more information on how to get involved, visit prostaware.org
PUBLICS
 ProstAware dedicates itself to educating both men and their loved ones about prostate health because of the 
belief that family involvement leads to the most effective prevention. This public is also targeted in hopes of obtaining 
the goal to detect prostate cancer prior to development of any symptoms.
Get Involved
 ProstAware deeply appreciates the benefits that generous volunteers bring to the organization and actively 
accepts volunteers for major awareness events and screenings. To volunteer, visit prostaware.org and fill out the form 
under the “CONTACT” menu.
BOARD 
ProstAware is run by eight volunteers who are committed to the cause:

Scott Miller, M.D. – President
Tim Smith – Executive Director
Brian Gunter – Secretary 
Don Shapleigh – Treasurer
Christy Andrews
James Benton, M.D.
Pradeep Jolly, M.D.
Michael Marto 

MEDIA CONTACT 
All ProstAware media is run by Lenz Marketing. 
For media interest, contact Chelsea Hoag–Media Coordinator, Lenz Marketing 4043732021
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT ProstAware.org
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FEATURE PITCH
October 14, 2016

Jennifer Rainey Marquez, Executive Editor
Atlanta Magazine
260 Peachtree Street Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30303

Subject: ProstAware and Pink Ribbons collaboration project

Dear Mrs. Marquez:

 The Nonprofit organization ProstAware will be announcing Monday that they will be working with 
Dr. Sheldon Lincenberg, founder of Pink Ribbons, to increase their effectiveness in saving lives. As the first 
step towards this goal, ProstAware is sponsoring a table at their sister organization’s event. This story would 
show the steps both organizations have made to create a joint-effort in raising awareness for the top two 
cancers diagnosed in men and women. This story might also appeal to you since Atlanta Magazine is one of 
the sponsors for ProstAware. 

 The readers of Atlanta Magazine would be interested in this story because ProstAware and Pink Ribbons 
are two of the largest nonprofits in the Atlanta area, and they have a strong following with some of the city’s 
biggest public figures. The topic is also relevant because of the ProstAware founder, Scott Miller, and the Pink 
Ribbon founder, Sheldon Lincenberg, who have both been featured every year for 20 years in your Top Docs 
magazine special.

 Many of Atlanta Magazine readers would find benefit from such an announcement because the 
audience falls under the age group that is most susceptible to prostate cancer for men, and breast cancer 
for women. This audience has more than likely been affected by these cancers either through their own 
diagnosis, or the diagnosis of someone they know. It would be refreshing for them to know that there are two 
organizations taking steps towards increasing awareness and finding a cure. 

 Interview appointments can be set up by emailing or calling me. More details regarding Dr. Miller’s 
collaboration with Dr. Lincenberg and photographs of both doctors are available upon request. 

 I will contact you Oct. 18, to follow up and answer any questions. Please do not hesitate to contact me 
at 404-824-7131 or allisonsarahmiller@me.com. 

Sincerely,

Allison Miller
Public Relations, ProstAware Inc.
404-824-7131
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FEATURE RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Allison Miller, Director of  Public Relations
Phone: 404-824-7131
E-mail address: allison.miller25@uga.edu

Marketing the impossible: a fight to promote the dreaded prostate exam   

 Most individuals can agree that there is an extensive list of places they would rather be than the doctor’s 

office. The mere thought of sitting in a lobby that smells sterile, reading last year’s magazines, and the horrors 

of running into someone familiar makes one hesitate to make that appointment in the first place. However, 

the discomfort of going to see the doctor has resulted in late diagnosis of certain diseases ¬– and sometimes 

it is too late for a cure. 

 Dr. Scott Miller of Georgia Urology understands this phenomenon through his experience as a physician 

treating prostate cancer. As an advocate of health and a family man, Dr. Miller searched for a solution to 

engage men above the age of 40 and urge them to get tested for prostate cancer. 

 Prostate cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer death in American men, according to the 

American Cancer Society. It currently affects the lives of millions of American men and their loved ones. Each 

year in the United States, more than 200,000 men are diagnosed with prostate cancer and over 25,000 die of 

this disease. These numbers rival those for breast cancer in women, yet education lags far behind.

 To combat the odds and change the statistics, Dr. Miller started a nonprofit organization, ProstAware, 

to raise prostate cancer awareness. The main approach ProstAware takes towards reducing prostate cancer 

mortality is raising awareness to families of men susceptible to developing the cancer. 

 Though ProstAware is dedicated primarily to raising prostate cancer awareness, the nonprofit operates 

through sponsors and fundraising. The main source of funds comes from Blue Ties, an event held every fall. 

The other fundraising is generated from the event itself. Blue Ties raised $75,000 in 2015 and $125,000 in 

2016. Blue Ties is the annual fundraiser luncheon for ProstAware. Dr. Miller originally designed the luncheon to 

mirror a luncheon of an analogous breast cancer even called Pink Ribbons. Pink Ribbons is a fun and feel-good 

event that Dr. Miller felt could apply to what men need in awareness of prostate cancer. 
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 Dr. Miller was originally inspired to start ProstAware when he realized there was a gap between 

awareness and diagnosis. “10 years ago, I realized a lot of men were being diagnosed with prostate cancer on 

their first PSA blood screening test,” he explained. This is fine if it happens on occasion, but not if it happens all 

the time because it's not the design of the screening test. Screen tests are designed to have a false positive in 

order to catch the majority of the people with the disease. If we consistently see people being diagnosed on 

their first test, then it makes you wonder what the test had been if they had it a year prior. Most likely, it would 

have led to an earlier diagnosis. “I felt that I was in an area that was fairly well informed, yet I was still seeing 

this scenario, so it was a bigger problem than I recognized.” 

 Thus Dr. Miller was faced with the challenge of how to educate men, get the word out and market the 

concept of prostate cancer awareness. “Blue ties is the face of the organization. You want everyone that hears 

about us, knows about us, supports us, works for us, to realize who we are and what we do, first and foremost,” 

Dr. Miller continued. “We do like any other nonprofit or any other business need funds to achieve the mission, 

and this is the secondary goal for the event.” 

 More than 450 people attended the September 2016, with special guests including former Atlanta 

Falcons and Braves player Brian Jordan, former Washington Redskins player Jeff Bostic and his wife Lynn. The 

band Lilac Wine played during the event, performing the song “Tell It Like It Is,” written by Dr. Scott Miller, the 

founder of ProstAware, about what a patient might experience upon receiving a prostate cancer diagnosis. 

Legendary University of Georgia football coach Vince Dooley and his wife, Barbara Dooley helped raise over 

$125,000. 

 However, Dr. Miller describes the most impactful experience at Blue Ties as two years ago when Derrick 

Hall was the keynote speaker. He was asked to bring two things to his keynote address. Since he is the president 

of the Arizona Diamondbacks he brought a sports angle. His line was the method of bringing awareness to the 

music, technology, and sports. Hall also brought his perspective on running a corporation. 

“We found that to be of great interest to our typical audience and his being an expert in that area,” Dr. Miller 

recalled. “But what he also brought was the fact that he is a prostate cancer survivor. He took the audience on 

a 20-minute roller coaster from laughter, to tears, back to laughter, all of which ended with tear-filled standing 

FEATURE RELEASE
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ovation. That was a ‘Wow’ event.” 

 Through the progression of Blue Ties over the years, ProstAware has developed into much more than a 

nonprofit organization. Its dedication to raising awareness has transcended the usual roll of a nonprofit, and 

instead has developed into a means of marketing. However, the type of marketing represented in ProstAware 

is not designed for profit. Instead, it is designed to optimize awareness by branding it. 

 The future for Blue Ties is open beyond the foreseeable future. It has continued to grow every year 

and is expected to continue to grow. “ProstAware branding is increasing and more people are recognizing the 

brand, and that in of itself will create awareness just by the public seeing the brand.” According to Dr. Miller, Dr. 

Miller and his team of dedicated board members have had so much success in Georgia that they have begun 

to move towards making ProstAware national. ProstAware has its first out-of-state major event at the NFL hall 

of fame in Canton, Ohio in Apr. 2017.

###

To be distributed to Atlanta Magazine

FEATURE RELEASE
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INTERVIEW PREPARATION

To: Jeff Hullinger, 11-Alive

From: Allison Miller

Subject: Interview Prep

Date: 11/16/16

 The opportunity is to have Tim Smith, the executive director of ProstAware, interviewed about his 

experience with prostate cancer and with working with the company. We have chosen to accept this 

opportunity for the target audience to get to know one of the leaders of the company, and how he is like 

them. The interview will be held at the WSBTV headquarters in Atlanta on Dec. 4, 2016 and will be aired the 

same night during the 5pm news. Mr. Smith will arrive wearing business casual attire. 

 Tim Smith has been working as the executive director for ProstAware for almost two years, but not many 

people know much about him. In terms of talking points, Mr. Smith is prepared to speak about his personal 

battle with prostate cancer, the struggles he had, and the support he had from his family. Mr. Smith is also 

prepared to talk about the generalities of the company and what his job is as executive director. It is important 

to talk about these aspects of Tim Smith so that the interview results in a well-rounded understanding of 

Mr. Smith’s character. In general, Mr. Smith will act professional but transparent about the company and 

vulnerable about his struggles with the disease.

SAMPLE Q&A

Tell us a little about ProstAware

• ProstAware is a nonprofit organization solely dedicated to creating prostate cancer awareness through 

the spread of music, technology, and sports as branding vehicles to attract the attention of males and 

their loved ones. 

What is your job as the Executive Director?

• I am basically the spokesperson of ProstAware. I am in charge of overseeing everything that happens 

with ProstAware, whether that is overseeing the Blue Ties planning, attending events sponsored by 

ProstAware, and using my knowledge of marketing to make the organization as successful as possible

What is your professional background?

• Before I joined the ProstAware team, I worked in the marketing side of the healthcare industry. I received 

my B.S. in Marketing from Indiana University

How did you first become interested in joining the ProstAware team?

• I first became interested in joining the team after meeting the president and founder, Scott Miller. He 
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INTERVIEW PREPARATION

is actually my Urologist. Dr. Miller recruited me, and after learning about ProstAware and its incredible 

cause, I could not turn down Dr. Miller’s offer to become executive director. 

Can you tell us a little about your own experience with prostate cancer?

• Yes, I was diagnosed with prostate cancer at the age of 53. It was shocking, especially since I found out 

that the cancer was aggressive. I had a new granddaughter on the way so I knew I had to fight it. I spent 

a lot of time thinking about the steps I needed to take for the future of my health. My daughter’s child 

was my first grandchild, but I knew there would be more to come. My younger daughter had just gotten 

married and was looking to have children in the future. Therefore I knew that whatever decision I made, I 

wanted to be able to be there for my grandchildren.

What is your relationship as both a patient and partner like with Dr. Miller?

• Dr. Miller and I have had a great relationship from the beginning. Ever since I was diagnosed with 

prostate cancer, Scott has been incredibly supportive, both as a doctor and as a friend. I am so grateful to 

be in the position I am in now, working with one of the greatest men I have ever met.

Was it hard originally mixing business with personal life?

• Whoever says you can’t mix business with personal is a liar. At least in my opinion. If you keep the two 

separate, it’s almost impossible to live a complete life. 

If you had one piece of advice for a man just diagnosed with prostate cancer, what would it be?

• Don’t wait. Act upon it. Even if the cancer is mild, you should take care of it right away. As a family man, 

the most important thing for me is that I am there for my family when they need me. If you know you 

have cancer, why not address it? I promise it will be better for you and your loved ones in the long run.

What do you hope to see in the future for ProstAware?

• ProstAware has a great future ahead of us. Just this year we announced that we are taking the 

organization national. We have a lot of things in the works that I can’t reveal until they are solid, but I will 

say that we are having our first national event at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Ohio. This is just the 

start of it. 

Possibly be prepared to discuss the success of the organization

• Attendance at Blue Ties events has grown by over 300 percent in the past eight years. 

• Last year’s event raised over $125,000 for prostate cancer awareness.
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My faith: a story of battling cancer

By Tim Smith, Executive Director of ProstAware

 Good evening, everyone. My name is Tim Smith and I am the Executive Director of ProstAware. 

I would first like to thank you all so much for coming. I would also like to thank the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 

for being gracious enough to host us in the first ever Blue Ties Dinner. It is an honor to be here, and I’m sure 

many of the audience members agree. 

 I’d also like to thank Scott, founder of ProstAware and one of my best friends. Without you, there is 

absolutely no chance I would be standing here on this stage. And that’s for more reasons than one. 

(Pause)

 The year I turned 53 was the hardest time of my life. It was a series of unfortunate events, really. First 

of all, my marriage of 20 years ended. It was honestly a complete surprise, but when it happened I had to 

accept it. I thought to myself, “it’s ok, Tim. You can just throw yourself into work to forget about her.”  Well, then 

I lost my job. It was during the last recession, and like thousands of other Americans, I got laid off because the 

market couldn’t support so many jobs. Again I thought to myself, “It’s ok, Tim. Yes, your wife is gone, and you 

lost your job, but at least you still have your health.”

 Then I took a blood test. My doctor compared my previous PSA¬–or prostate specific antigen¬– level 

over about two and a half years and discovered that my levels went from just a little high to much too high. 

That’s when I was asked to come in for an exam. 

 I remember it perfectly. It was April 28 when the doctor found a knuckle-sized nodule in the prostate. 

And then, two days later they did a prostate biopsy. 

 Well, the biopsy revealed that I have prostate cancer on both sides of my prostate. Now this is considered 

aggressive according to professionals. That was when I knew I had to take action.

 Let me tell you, I was freaking out. I mean, I am a professional guy who has had years of experience 

keeping calm, but this really got to me. I went from “Oh my god I have a disease” to “Oh my god I have to do 

something about this.”

 So I did an intensive amount of research¬–I mean, I had no wife and no job, so I had plenty of free time 

to do it– and I finally discovered this urologist who I thought would be able to help me most.

 After all that research, I eventually came up with two solutions. I could have surgery to remove the 
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cancer and my prostate, or I could go through the less invasive route and use radiation, keep my prostate, but 

have side effects. Eventually, I made up my mind. 

 The next week I went to see some guy named Dr. Miller at Northside hospital in Atlanta. Have you all 

heard of him? Yeah, he’s a pretty great guy. Oh hey Dr. Miller (waves)! I didn’t even see you there! Anyway, 

during our meeting Dr. Miller walked me through the pros and cons of both scenarios. There was an easy 

solution. All I had to do was show up for outpatient treatments designed to destroy the cancer over time. 

 But I wanted it gone. 

 Like I said before, I was only 53 and a pretty healthy guy. So Dr. Miller agreed that because of my good 

health and my younger age, he could successfully remove the cancer surgically without many of the risks and 

side effects. So I chose surgery.

 More specifically, I chose robotic surgery. 

 Robotic surgery is more precise, and has better visualization for the surgical staff. Plus, it’s pretty cool, 

I can’t lie. I got 7 small holes across my stomach. They were minimal, but I felt a little invincible. 

 Anyway, the four-hour surgery went smoothly and I was released from the hospital the same day. My 

lovely daughter Molly came to take care of me. What a sweetheart. 

 It was about a month-long recovery process, but it was worth it. 

 Now, I have something really important to tell all of you. Please pay attention. That’s right. Put down 

your game of candy crush and look up. 

 Family is the most important part of this whole thing. It’s what ProstAware stresses so hard, and what I 

can say first hand is the best way to fight cancer. 

 Let your family help you. Guys out there who are at risk for prostate cancer, you’ve already made the 

first step of the battle and that is by being here. 

 Ladies and loved ones, same thing goes to you. 

 Now, who are the men out there who are survivors of prostate cancer? Can you please stand up?

(allow them to stand) Let’s give these men a round of applause. 

 Now, will the loved ones of our incredible prostate cancer survivors please stand up? Y’all deserve a 

huge round of applause because you are the reason we choose to fight. 

(applause)
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 I have a little granddaughter. Her name is Lily, and she’s the most adorable little girl in the entire world. 

If y’all want to see a picture of her, I have about 100 in my wallet. I’ll show you later. 

 Anyway, that little girl and her momma and her auntie are the biggest reason I am standing in front of 

you today. They were there for me, even before my diagnosis, and they were the reason I chose to fight. 

 I chose to fight because I wanted to see my granddaughter’s first steps.

 I chose to fight because I wanted to be there for my daughter and her new family. 

 I chose to fight because I wasn’t ready to give up on my life.

 Finally, I chose to fight because I knew that if I survived I would have the courage to go out and make 

sure I gave someone else the reason to fight. 

 Ladies and Gentleman, according to the Georgia Prostate cancer coalition, Prostate cancer currently 

affects the lives of millions of American men and their loved ones. Each year in the United States, more than 

200,000 men are diagnosed with prostate cancer and over 25,000 die of this disease. These numbers rival 

those for breast cancer in women, yet education lags far behind. 

 Men often don’t consider prostate cancer as a big deal. In reality, the reason it’s so important to get 

tested is because if you wait too long, the cancer can spread to other parts of the body. The Georgia Prostate 

Cancer Coalition says that only 28% of men who are diagnosed with prostate cancer so late survive. 

 I’d like to end on a happy note. During my recovery, I came across a poem that really helped me. It’s a 

poem by Dr. Robert Lynn, and it is titled “What Cancer Cannot Do.” I hope you find inspiration from it like I did.

“Cancer is so limited. It cannot cripple love. It cannot shatter hope. It cannot corrode Faith. It cannot destroy 

peace. It cannot kill friendship. It cannot suppress memories. It cannot silence courage. It cannot invade the 

soul. It cannot steal eternal life. It cannot conquer the spirit.”

 Thank you. 

Presented at the first Blue Ties Dinner in Cleveland, Ohio
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EVENT MEMO
To: Tim Smith, ProstAware Executive Director
From: Allison Miller
Date: 11/18/16
Subject: 4/18/17 First Blue Ties Dinner at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland, OH 

LOGISTICS
 ProstAware has just started its expansion nationally, and we think the best way to kick off this expansion would 
be by creating another Blue Ties event. This event will be a dinner instead of the traditional luncheon that we have been 
doing in Atlanta. For this event, we need a caterer, a recognizable emcee, one keynote speaker, raffle items, and silent 
auction donations. Because this is a dinner, we need a permit to serve alcohol. It is suggested that we have an open bar 
but serve only wine and beer. This will follow the precedent already set by the luncheon. The prizes for the raffle and 
auction should be donated in order to optimize profit, and should directly relate to the organization’s theme of music, 
technology, and sports. 
 The planning committee should consist of the executive director Tim Smith, the president and founder Scott 
Miller, and the Blue Ties event planner Juliann Kaiser. Juliann would be in charge of overseeing the event planning and 
delegating work to volunteers. For sponsors, we will continue to use our regular sponsors that support our organization 
as a whole, with the addition of the generous hosts at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. 
PROMOTION
 The event will be promoted through social media, personal invitation, and networking. Lenz marketing will 
work with us to find individuals in the Cleveland area that would be interested in attending the Blue Ties Dinner and 
will respond by sending those people personal invitations. We will also send personal invitations to our sponsors and 
individuals who have been dedicated to the cause. Invites will be designed and written by Juliann Kaiser. A representative 
from Lenz marketing will attend the event and gather information to distribute to media via online publishing.
CALENDAR
 Committee meetings should happen twice a month for the months leading up to the event. For the month of 
April, committees should meet once a week at the least. There should be an established meeting day to avoid possible 
confusion. Here is a sample of the agenda:

Meeting 1: Introductions
Meeting 2: Updates
Meeting 3: Keynote Speaker and Emcee secured
Meeting 4: Invitations sent
Meeting 6: Catering booked
Meeting 7: Raffles secured
Meeting 8: Social Media calendar set
Meeting 10: Guest list set
Optional meetings: last minute arrangements

SUMMARY
 The event will be the first Blue Ties event dinner, rather than a Luncheon. The dinner will focus on similar content 
and structuring as the luncheon. Because we have started to expand the organization, the first Blue Ties dinner will be 
held outside Georgia. 

I will await a response until Dec. 10. Upon initial approval, a budget will be submitted for consideration. 
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STRATEGY
 ProstAware's main goal is to spread prostate cancer awareness through the means of music, technology, 
and sports. Therefore its social media should reflect these ideas and aspects of marketing in order to appeal 
to the needs of the audience. 
 Though ProstAware aims to engage the entire family in the battle against prostate cancer, the most 
active audience that would be most likely to engage in the social media accounts would be individuals who 
frequent the standard social media sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. Channels such as snapchat, 
pinterest, instagram, and LinkedIn tend to gather a younger audience. Therefore, the optimal use of time 
would be towards focusing on the standard social media outlets.
 The messaging strategies would vary based on the platform. For facebook, longer posts and interesting 
articles could be shared. Facebook would also be the best place to create event invites for ProstAware events 
as well as sharing videos connected to the Youtube channel. 
 Twitter posts will be limited to shorter, more consise posts for multiple reasons. Twitter's character 
limit and constant refresh of posts on the timeline facilitates the need for quick, noticeable posts with pithy 
material. This includes links to articles, engagement with followers, and contests.
 The primary focus of the YouTube channel is to fuel the other two platforms. Since YouTube videos 
allow for fast sharing capabilities, the main focus of the YouTube channel would be to upload commercials 
seen on TV, as well as hype videos for the biggest event, Blue Ties. 
 In terms of timing, twitter will be updated most frequently and at many times during the week because 
of the fast-paced environment the platform creates. Facebook will be updated one or two times per week at 
optimal times, only increasing during the weeks there is a major event. Facebook should be limited during 
these off weeks to ensure the posts do not feel like spam. YouTube will updated on a bi-weekly in order to 
allow for well-made videos, and will be posted on Sundays at 10 a.m. 
 Lenz Marketing group is a partner of ProstAware and does all the social media for free. Various members 
post updates on the different ProstAware media platforms.

SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
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SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
WEEK 1

PUBLISHING CHAN-
NELS

TITLE TOPIC PUBLISH TIME IMAGES

MONDAY 7/3

Twitter Peachtree Road Race Going to the Peachtree Road 
Race tomorrow? Stop by our 
table tomorrow for some 
shade and snacks

12:00 PM Peachtree road race logo

TUESDAY 7/4

Twitter Independence Day Happy Independence Day 
from ProstAware! Thanks to 
everyone who came out to 
support us at the Peachtree 
Road race.

11:00 AM GIF of fireworks

WEDNESDAY 7/5

Facebook Educate–ProstAware Prostate cancer currently 
affects the lives of millions of 
American men and their loved 
ones. Each year in the United 
States, more than 200,000 men 
are diagnosed with prostate 
cancer and over 25,000 die 
of this disease. Learn more 
important facts about prostate 
cancer here: prostaware.org/
educate

1:00 PM Facebook preview of the 
ProstAware Website

THURSDAY 7/6

Twitter Article: 10-year-old  Saved by 
prostate cancer treatment

Diagnosed with metastatic 
bone cancer, this 10-year-
old could be saved by 
prostate cancer treatment. 
http://www.foxnews.com/
health/2016/10/05/prostate-
cancer-treatment-helps-
sustain-10-year-old-with-rare-
bone-cancer.html

5:00 PM Twitter preview

FRIDAY 7/7

Facebook Happy Birthday Happy birthday to our founder, 
Dr. Scott Miller!

9:00 AM Picture of Dr. Miller

SATURDAY 7/8

Twitter Prostate Cancer Screening 
Announcement

Join us next Saturday from 9-1 
at Northside Atlanta for a free 
prostate cancer screening

12:00 PM link to facebook page

Facebook Event Creation: Free Screening Join us next Saturday from 9-1 
at Northside Atlanta for a free 
prostate cancer screening

9:00 AM Northside hospital

SUNDAY 7/9

Facebook Good news: A gene that drives 
aggressive prostate cancer has 
now been identified.

Good news: A gene that drives 
aggressive prostate cancer 
has now been identified. 
http://www.news.cornell.edu/
stories/2016/10/gene-drives-
aggressive-prostate-cancer-
identified

5:00 PM facebook preview
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SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
WEEK 2

PUBLISHING CHAN-
NELS

TITLE TOPIC PUBLISH TIME IMAGES

MONDAY 7/10

Twitter Reminder: Free screening Don't forget about the free 
screening this Saturday 
from 9-1 at Northside 
Atlanta. (include event link)

5:00 PM facebook preview

TUESDAY 7/11

WEDNESDAY 7/12

Twitter Toyota Test-Drive 
Announcement

Join us next Wednesday at 
Northside Atlanta from 11-2 
to test drive a toyota car! 
Toyota will donate 25$ for 
each test driver

1:00 PM Jpg. Image of the flyer

Facebook Toyota Test-Drive 
Announcement

Join us next Wednesday at 
Northside Atlanta from 11-2 
to test drive a toyota car! 
Toyota will donate 25$ for 
each test driver

1:00 PM Jpg. Image of the flyer

THURSDAY 7/13

Youtube Interview with Vince Dooley Founder Scott Miller, 
MD sits down with Vince 
Dooley to discuss his battle 
with prostate cancer and 
the importance of family 
support

9:00 AM youtube automatic preview

FRIDAY 7/14

Facebook Event Creation: Blue Ties It's almost that time of year 
again! Join us for our annual 
Blue Ties Luncheon on 
September 11. Special guest 
to be announced soon

9:00 AM Past event picture

SATURDAY 7/15

Facebook Thank you Thank you to everyone 
who came out to the free 
screening today! Stay tuned 
for our next screening

3:00 PM picture of the event

SUNDAY 7/16

Facebook Study: How Does prostate 
cancer affect sex?

How does prostate cancer 
affect sex? http://www.
medicalnewstoday.com/
articles/313194.php

5:00 PM facebook preview
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SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
WEEK 3

PUBLISHING 
CHANNELS

TITLE TOPIC PUBLISH TIME IMAGES

MONDAY 7/17

Twitter Reminder: Toyota Test 
Drive

Don’t forget about the 
toyota free test drive this 
Wednesday from 11-2 at 
Northside (link)

11:00 AM twitter preview

TUESDAY 7/18

WEDNESDAY 7/19

Twitter Thank you Thank you to everyone 
who came out to 
support us at the Toyota 
test drive event. With 
your help we raised 
___ for prostate cancer 
awareness

5:00 PM picture from the event

THURSDAY 7/20

FRIDAY 7/21

Facebook, twitter Blue Ties special guest 
announcement

Prostaware is happy to 
announce that the 2017 
keynote speaker for Blue 
Ties will be ______. To 
purchase tickets, visit 
prostaware.org

1:00 PM picture of guest

SATURDAY 7/22

Facebook Study A new study is changing 
the way people think 
about prostate cancer. 
Check out the link here: 
http://www.nbcnews.
com/nightly-news/
video/study-leads-to-
new-way-of-thinking-
about-prostate-
cancer-791940163977

10:00 AM facebook preview

SUNDAY 7/23
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SOCIAL MEDIA CALENDAR
WEEK 4

PUBLISHING 
CHANNELS

TITLE TOPIC PUBLISH TIME IMAGES

MONDAY 7/24

Twitter Reminder for Blue Ties Never been to Blue Ties? 
With this year's lineup 
better than ever, now is a 
perfect time. (Event link)

11:00 am Twitter preview

TUESDAY 7/25 

WEDNESDAY 7/26

THURSDAY 7/27

Youtube Blue Ties Hype Video Blue Ties is more than 
just a luncheon

10:30 AM preview

Twitter Share Hype Video Blue Ties is more than 
just a luncheon (link to 
video)

11:00 AM preview

Facebook Share Hype Video Blue Ties is more than 
just a luncheon (link to 
video)

11:00 AM preview

FRIDAY 7/28

SATURDAY 7/29

Twitter Study A new study has 
found evidence that 
immunotherapy can 
help fight prostate 
cancer. http://www.
nydailynews.com/
life-style/study-hope-
immune-therapy-
works-prostate-cancer-
article-1.2754103

11:00 AM twitter preview

SUNDAY 7/30
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